
5 PLAYER BUILD UP 

  

 

Introduction 

 

At the world cup for men 2006 in Monchen Gladbach I witnessed the semi final Spain-

Germany. The game was a very high quality performance with both teams peaking in 

their performance.  

One of the most exhilirating tactics in that match was the 5 player build up used by 

Bernhard Peters as a build up tactic against the pressure of Spain. I remember a lot of top 

coaches around me who were juggling how to solve this little puzzle on the spot. The 

blind angle press of Spain was a deadly weapon which forced pain in those days.”   

A blind angle press thrives on a back four positioning with the opportunity to approach 

one of the two builders in their back. (pic 1) 

 

 
 

 

Importance 

 

Ever since a lot of teams sometimes change the shape of the build up into a 5 man build 

up to avoid a high press or blind side press of the opponent.  

The blind side press and the frontal press are very commonly used press systems.  

The importance of this build up form is linked to the disturbing influence this has on  

these pressing systems. It often leads up to a half court press with little or less pressure on 

the ball.   

It also can create new outlet possibilities for a team and reinforce the dynamics of your 

build up.  

Before we ge tinto that let’s start with the key points and the mechanics of the key points 

involved.  

 

 



 

Key Points 

 

 

 

1 Positioning possibilities of the back four. 

Different positioning mechanics for the back four.  

 

2 Timing drop back midfielder options. 

Different dropping back options for 3 different midfielders and when to do it. 

  

3 Positioning of the rest of the midfield options.  

How to play with the space with the other midfielders  

 

4 Positioning and leading of the strikers 

The first connection for a long pass from the back 

 

5 How to press a 5 men build up. 

Different options on how to press this build up system 

 

6 Individual qualities needed to play this system effectively:  

Passingskills/receivingskills/running out of pressure. 

 

7 Difference between men and women.  

The use of aerials and the long pass from the back are less easy in womens 

hockey. 

 

      8 Countercontrol.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



          

 

 Positioning possibilities of the back four. 

 

The back four start in a normal back four position, but after the pushing in for example 

the centre midfielder the centre back builders move wide and position themselves in a 

straight line with a inside outlet window. (pic 3)  

 

This way they are able to play a direct outletting pass to a midfielder. The outer wingers 

of the opponent now have two players to think of: the back winger and whoever comes in 

the inner midfield. They have to chose which option to take care of. Either fall back with 

the back winger or get ready for a agressive line back defence.  

The back wingers move up high and position themselves on the midfield of the opponent 

in such a way that they can receive a pass from a player in the inner lane. (pic 3) 

Especially in men’s hockey they also have to anticipate on the high ball thrown from the 

back three at that moment.  

If a midfielder of the opponent is moving up, thus when a team plays man to man defence 

then it could open a gap for a longer pass when one of the centre builders is moving 

slightly to a side and looking for a long diagonal pass. When the centre midfielder does 

that, it will open a lot of space for the libero to cover.   

(pic 4a) yellow dot is the high position of the centre midfielder. Better option is pic 4b. 

             

 pic 4a & 4b 

           

 

 

 

 

                   Timing drop back midfielder options. 
         Different dropping back options for 3 different midfielders. 

 

Midfielder on the left. 

In 2006 Germany dropped their leftmidfielder (Emmerling) between the back left builder 

and the left back winger  when the ball moved from the right to the left. (pic nr 5) The left 

builder (Crone) positioned himself slightly backwards in the centre avoiding the blind 

side angle and together with the other movements the right forward and right midfielder 

had a problem on their hands because of the depth change and communication involved. 

Two steps too much to the right and you’re gone on the inside.     
 

 

 



 pic nr 5 

 

The option with the midfielder on the right.  

Midfielder (orange dot pic nr 6) positions himself on the right just in front of the central 

striker of the opponent. After the pass back he positions himself on the rightback spot and 

the  back winger on that side moves away diagonally after the pass back to the right 

builder.  

When the midfielder is not covered by another midfielder or the left striker he will have a 

lot of time on his hands when heg ets the ball on the right side. If not the right builder will 

have a good opportunity to find someone else on the hot spot line 

 

 pic 6 

 

The option with the centre midfielder.  



The center midfielder drops down and asks for a ball on the non ballside of the pitch.  

(pic nr 7). He is actually quite close to the back four so he can gently and naturally slide 

in the shape.   

The shape changes for everyone keeping the mechanics in mind as put forward in chapter 

1.  

 

 

 pic 7 

 

 

 

 

 

                Positioning of the rest of the midfield options.  

How to play with the space with the other midfielders and strikers 

 

When the shape of the back five is created there are various options to work with the 

space created. When the opponent is playing a zonal defence the long line options to the 

first connection striker is a difficult one and the short options seem to be covered too. 

Remember that the opponent is in a difficult position to put real pressure on you so the 

aim is to be patient and wait untill the opponent slips up. Eight out of ten situations the 

opponent will fall back and play a halfcourt press. A couple of fast transfers will help you 

create space and a drop and bite action on the midfield as well.  

The two other midfielders (orange dots) could position themselves on the axis of the pitch 

and go for a sideways lead (pic 8) or they could overload one side to open up the other 

side or play combination hockey on that side of the pitch. (pic 9)   

Pic 8             Pic 9 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Midfielders have to take into account that they prescan a lot so that when they are able to 

do an open receiving, they should do so. They are also leading not to get the ball, just 

creating a lot of space for the first connection with the strikers. A mickey mouse or a 

deflection in pic 10 could do the trick. A mickey mouse is what I call a fake receiving, 

knowing that the next deep space is covered by a team member.   

When a team plays a man-to-man defence and they are not pressing there is of course 

more space to play.  

 

Pic 10 

 

      How to press a 5 men build up. 

Different options on how to press this build up system 

 

 

The danger in this way of building up is in the time the balpossession team got and the 

opportunities they have in a straight line forward. The other potential danger lies in the 

aerial outlet to the back players.    

Out of a half court press I would use a frontal press system with the three strikers 

frontally to the back three and the outer midfielders taking care zonally of the 2 backs on 

the sideline. The center midfielder and the libero cover the center and the back three play 

man to man.  

In pic 11 we would go for a high risk pressure play. In pic twelve the left striker would 

start the press and try to eliminate two players by following through and the center striker 

and the right striker would wait a bit and step up later.  

 

Pic 11       Pic 12     

   

  

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Another way of dealing with this is to start a full press from the start so that they don’t 

have the space to do excercise it. Here we inmediately recognize why the build up 5 can 

be so effective: to pressure it drastic tactical measures have to be taken. You have to be 

prepared and willing to take risks, which not every team is not prepared to do. They will 

get into a reactive mode and lose initiative. I don’t think anyone wants that.   

 

 

Individual qualities needed to play this system effectively.  

Passingskills/receivingskills/running out of pressure. 

 

 

To master this system a number of individual qualities are required:  

 

Passingskills 

 For the back 3 (including that one midfielder) Long passing skills: sweep, slap, and 

aerial ball. The use of fakes for those skills as well.  

For the midfielders, back wingers and 1st connection striker: a running pass, deflection 

pass, through pass, the use of fakes on the pass.  

Because of the stretching of the pitch because of this formartion the angle of the passing 

lines are both straight and diagonally which create a lot of playing opportunities.      

 

Receivingskills 

For the back 3 all kind of basic receivings which enables the player to look towards the 

goal upon receiving. Prescanning and to open passing lanes is the key to succes. (pic nr 

12) 

 



Pic 12    

 

For the midfielders the prescanning before receiving is crucial. Depending on where the 

space is he has to go for a half open closed strong receving, clo-pen or open receiving. 

All these type of receiving have to be trained and mastered. Especially a lot of closed-

open types of receiving are required because of the risk involved when you are 

confronted with a turnover. (pivot footwork is an extra skill which will give an extra 

dimension)  

 

 

 

 

Running out of pressure 

 

When confronted with pressure of the opponent the defenders have to be able to run out 

of pressure forwards: They must have the ability to give a fakepass and accelerate out of 

the moment and the mindset to handle that kind of pressure. This is also a good moment 

to fit in the midfield as well.     

 

 

 

                 Difference between men and women 

 

The use of aerials and the long pass from the back are less common in womens hockey so 

the shorter passing options are more relevant. In view of that a lot of the power coming 

from a 5 man build up is being taken away. Nevertheless if a team likes to play 

combination hockey and the midfielders have good prescanning and know how to receive 

in the inner lane areas. Also when the opponent plays with a man to man defence it is 

very interesting because they could get confused and unsettling when it happens.   

 



 

 

 

 

   Counter control  

 

When a pass from the back goes wrong there are still at least 5 players in the box of the 

pitch to control the counter. So it is also a system which, used properly is without much 

risk. Also the absence of pressure can also be considered as countercontrol as well.  

 

   

 

                                                      Case Study 

 

 

WC 2006   Germany semi final Spain-Germany 

EC   2009   Holland ¾ place Spain-Holland 

WC 2010   Holland group match Germany-Holland 

 

Supporting information: 

Video feeds of the matches in 2009 and 2010. If there is someone who still has the match 

of 2006 Ger against Spain then I would be much obliged… 

 

Related Information:  

Pivotplayer system Australia V-hockey 

http://www.knhb.nl/trainerscoaches/vakblad+hockey/hockey/DU11335_V-hockey.aspx   

 

Personal belief 

 

I am a strong believer in dynamic play. In my opinion this is an excellent way of 

changing the shape of the build up and opening various options of outletting. Especially 

when in non possession the opponent has the philosophy to drop their attacking wingers 

with the high wing defenders, the back three now have 1 player who puts pressure on 

them.(the defending midfielders have the tendency to stay in the midfield)  

When the defending team stays higher on the pitch aerials can be thrown to the high wing 

defenders or inside midfielders look for quick passing options to the side of the pitch, the 

backwingers.  

It also is a strong pressure releaser and can create some steadiness and calm in a play. 

Especially when your team is playing a little bit too hasty.  

I personally do not like too much emphasis on the build up of a team because I think that 

there are more important areas to focus more on. The build up keeps being a facilitator of 

getting to the area where it all happens: The D.  

To me it’s first defence then offence. A strong defence, especially in your own D and 

scoringskills and good decisionmaking in the opponents D will always make the 

difference. 



The reason why I’v chosen this subject contrary to my personal taste is that I believe that 

a good coach is capable of covering all the areas of this beautiful game we are all 

enjoying so much day after day.   

 

 

Practical Aspects for training 

  

3/4 pitch/ previsualisation by showing it on video and in a smaller context first./ patience/  

20 balls 7/8 players later on 12 players up to 16 players.  

 

                                               Conclusion 

 

The 5 men build up will grow to be a commonly used way of outletting in the future of 

mens hockey and even womens hockey in the future because of all the new options it 

provides and pressing it effectively is a difficult thing to do.   

 


